James 3:13-18

**Wisdom from Above**

Having wisdom is a quality that we would all like to have. We all want to be known for having good insight into situations and for making good decisions in life. Sadly, many of the decisions we see people make in this world are not based on good wisdom. Consider these verses about wisdom:

> According to verse 13, what is the gauge that shows how much wisdom someone has? Their good actions/conduct.

> Where does earthy wisdom come from (vv. 14-15)? From jealousy and selfish ambition within our heart.

> What is the result of early wisdom (v. 16)? Earthly wisdom brings disorder and every evil thing.

> How is godly wisdom described (v. 17)? Pure, peaceable, gentle, open to reason, full of mercy and good fruits, impartial and sincere.

**Application**

Every decision we make is rooted in either heavenly or earthy wisdom. We are either putting into practice what we know God calls us to do, or we are living in pursuit of our own selfish desires. Consider these steps when making a decision:

- Take your mindset and focus off of your own selfish desires.
- Consider first and foremost what Scripture would direct you to do.
- Evaluate to see if the result of your decision will produce the fruits of righteousness.

Being a person who is characterized by wisdom requires us to look at things through the eyes of Christ and act accordingly (Phil. 2:3-5). May we be committed to making wise decisions!